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       Picnic Baskets all come out 

For Studio Classes & Sunshine In Mid Term 3 

 

 

          Easing of Restrictions &      

     Term 1 Make Up Picnic Classes 

The last 3-4 weeks were missed out on 

due to the mandatory health restictions.  

Our Make up weeks for Term 1  are going 

to be held in Mid Term 3: 

Saturday Sept 5 

Saturday Sept 12 

Saturday Sept 19 

Saturday Sept 26 

Our Location will be communicated 

directly to parents for our Studio Privacy. 
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Good Vibrations is our Sienna Art Space blog that goes back in 
time to 2014. The feature articles surface online with 
conceptual musings on Art, Process, Holistic Arts, Healing, 
Energy and investigations of self and the world. 
 
Articles are surfacing on the Newsletter with New Directions Post 
COVID Isolations and to draw attention to our Online Blog, pre 2020 
content. 
 

 

Rain for subtle restoration 
     Written by Erin Kathleen Muir 
 
 
Rain gives surface this morning as gentle current – as a subtle vibration - and at the universal 
awareness. My voice syncopates with the currency of need that is a tandem energy, both an co-
responsive and co-efficient understanding; resilience for those that choose positive formation 
consent and availability. 
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Let Rain permeate in its organic conferencing with the plentiful in soul’s yearning dissolving all that 
is frustrated, discomforting in the physical realms, outer spaces and residual surfaces – let there be 
an awareness for interior and exterior significance that is conscious and meditative in natural 
exuberance. 
 
I am more than my physical self. Rain responds with no jealousy and no pain. It is of a light-soft, 
gentle current– hoping to know the washing away of all that does not serve our outer realms, 
conferencing with physical wholes – trees, plants, vertical alignments and sloping agencies, the built 
environment in which we may reside. 
 
Let the rain be felt inside, of all of the above – for better knowing. May there be an awareness that 
the replenishing-aspect gives ease to the inner sanctum counterplaying any torments that have 
plagued us, foggied the brain, or trespassed physical privacy, emotional integrity in the empathic 
awareness and compromised subtle body and ‘natural karma’. I am more than my physical self. 
I have availability to knowing that the rain dissolves with both hope and absolute centredness. I trust 
that it permeates confidently and with giving honesty to the abundance we choose to seek at this 
time – It is a time of repair, consolidation, healing and with continuum rain gives a natural ordered 
kindness to ‘what feels right, what feels good’. 
 
I hope that you feel good today in the availability to connection though your personal meditation, 
restoring faith attribution where needed and also in re-introduction always to that which is outside 
availability, a conferencing with the natural intertwining - conferencing that is shared, loved, adored. 
 
June 21, 2020. 
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The Notion of the ‘Creative Celebrant’ 
     Written by Erin Kathleen Muir 
 
In a past body of text, I wrote about the ‘Responsive’. You may think back to the considering of our 
active-yearnings and egoic-human-pleasured response – legitimatizing one’s personal wealth… how 
we respond well to others artmaking process or how we don’t, and then revisiting that conversation 
of how we look at our own value in process. Encouragement is not a luxury, it is a spout of gentle 
availability. So is the value of giving Credit to Soul Conversation in everyone’s rightful deserve to 
loving process. 
 
In looking at ranging disciplines and vocations, we all ‘experience’ creative enterprise and creative 
output; whether pleasured leisure or commercial in conversation. 
 
The ‘Creative Celebrant’ (and / or Art Celebrant) is available to supportive-examination in the 
constructive quarter - that currency being reality-examination, conferencing dialect – no matter the 
monetary gain or exultation response in fueling profile, bank account or rapport to career visibility. 
 
The Output consolidation is a supported identity. Sometimes the conversation is quietly explicit. 
Sometimes it is published visibility and non-aware field interplay, with non-appreciation for the retail 
owner at the human level nor the use-vibration of someone else’s strength in the creative 
production-relationship. 
 
I look at the reality of all visibilities. 
 

 Creative Construct personel on cognitive post-drives, using another woman's image to sell in 
photo-pulls on social media, where they could have promoted their visual self from the onset. 
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 The less visible Name, where there may be Co-creation in publication and there isn’t equal 
celebration for those involved in the production. 
 

 The appreciated and not so appreciated Gallery curator, Exhibition organiser, Teacher, Patron, 
Sponsor, Host.. in support of Art Growth relationships. 
 

 The inception reality of the Metaphysical store, like all slowly built connections, initiatives across 
Fields who exist to Support a Cause, support Visible Stream [ This has Value, we exist for our 
Conferencing attendees in creative legitimization, I am of this interest, belief..] 
 

 The attribution to the individual who gives their time to another and reflected back. 
 
The Mutual consolidation may be evidenced in the appreciation for true Field appreciation and 
community. 
‘May we exist in a belonging without disregard & amputation, in creative consciousness’. 
 
Appreciate the Artist, the writer and the forwarding availability of a creative-person ‘in the energy’. 
Students of Life give spiritual-cleansing to teaching aspect where there is sometimes a shortcoming 
of true integrity and goodness. 
 
Appreciation and Celebration go hand in hand. Appreciating Individuals and also Appreciating binary 
relationships of a communion conversation of Shared 'Loves' is always key promotion aspect to 
overall Representation Integrity in Conferencing, no matter the supposed individually, opposed 
competition in the seeker terrain wishing to force their success, celebrity or otherwise, monetary 
gains. 
 
June 21, 2020. 
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To Look & Connect with purpose 
     Written by Erin Kathleen Muir 
 
 
Visual Engagement is truly an ‘immersion’. 
 
To Look is an awareness, connecting always, and with more focused, conscious appreciations, 
incidental-broad availabilities to connective tissue and with a relaxed confidence in migration-
attribute – ‘I see constantly, in experience of the less notable, finding rich circumstances for 
pleasure-response and healing in treasures surrounding..  visual moments (momento-time shot). 
 
When we look at Modalities for Output we convene with given counterparts [human, spirit, and 
oneness-aspect that may be seen as a cue to always-connected, ever-present availabilities – that of 
spirit consciousness]. We also convene in Environmental episode response – that is, appreciation 
for what may be considered timely attribution in ‘I see, I experience’ at any given moment. We are in 
a world of stimulus, corresponding. We are in a world of stimulus, in correspondence. 
 
How do you dial up to know your seeing in this personal, discursive availability to opportunity of 
loving visuals? 
    *This text article is drawn from a portion of our course manual - Course 3: The Art Filament, 
course overviews detailed on the website. 
 
One of the Processes for Engagement, output opportunities that we may give ourselves pertains 
to  the spiritually-understood at a private, personal level.  As Appreciators, not only Creative 
essences [ be that Artist, maker and co-producer to creative circumstance] – we engage to not 
necessarily intellectualise and thus examine, in critical response but find space for ‘travellers 
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awareness’ in knowing ourselves more, experiencing [appreciating an experience] and living-in a 
connection to who we are in the awareness, profound. 
 
To look upon, may be also to muse focused-ideas or further extrapolation, honour prayer in daily 
circumstance, to remember the appreciated connection and distill, further and love contributes to 
empowerment [ for that I soar]. 
 
One of those availabilities to engaging the above is present individuals, present connections [ seeing 
the value of the person in conversation, no matter the time-attribution to physical circumstance]. 
Another may be objects in continuous ‘present mind’ or pleasing, re-correspondence. The lily-pad 
speaks to me, beyond the temple’s paradise. While I do not see it in front of me always in sight-
operative, tangible form, it offers reintroduction.  The engagement extends to our physical 
surroundings at all levels, of abundant stories – momentus time-based understandings, and/or/if not, 
having an awareness of interplay connectivity ‘.  I am witnessing while experiencing and pertaining 
to in tandem, omnimpresent connection.’ 
 
An interesting print availability became a connection point to know for me in visual-mode awareness 
over 18 years ago, and with correlation lends itself to commentary in the way of how we engage with 
spiritual connections in our computative, personal development and appreciation-connections. As a 
lover of looking and connecting, we are blessed with ranging artefacts and ‘spaces of finding’. Be 
that connection a cultural mask gifted, a card production or print of spiritual worship, insignia focus 
for silver-connection or gold connection-point in jewellery element. The correspondence to the object 
involves greater concepts, a lineage and personal trajectory for engagement – to ‘listen’ to it’s value 
is correspondence for us to understand at personal liasonship – introspection and alignment. It may 
be no different than a gorgeous woman in connecting to rosemary offerings from a small waterbowl, 
then forwarded with permission to her relative at a nearby hospital, an honoured sprig for furthered 
appreciation-dialogue. The relationship is innately voyage-consent and the treasured aspect is in the 
truth connection to the on-looking, experience and tandem travelling. 
 
Another print-output is of course our Art of the World, being it local, personal and with co-productive 
requirement. Every family connects at the local, personal response – I engage with visual essence in 
the home and at personal lens, individually in travel-with images in print. Some of these are images 
of angels, family members, patron saint medallions, text-appreciations in coded visual form – a book 
of psalms or aspiration-quotes that are available, omnipresent energies for worship, reconnecting 
purpose and appreciating ‘seeing responses’, aware conscious connections for personal 
requirement. 
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What do you have in your car, in your wallet or back pocket, or hanging in a corner of a frame, 
bedside table or in living spaces – that you connect to in the energy availability of experience? 
 
As Experiences, the affirmation, quotation, written-ode finds its way onto vessels, in playgrounds of 
staffrooms, on the fridge and more quieter journalized connections ‘I feel I want to know myself more 
in this’. To look upon these is a musing agency or engagement, personalized. A lovely print-output of 
resonance for you to explore is also the Oracle, as we travel perspectival junctures into the 
landscape and into new terrain for the self.  *Particularly of interest during this period of the 
pandemic, realigning and connecting to positive availabilities and personal trusts. 
 
While the Oracle deck, usually consisting of about 38 cards or so, is pictorial in nature, there are 
some decks more locally produced and globally produced that also as seeing-ouput are utilized in 
altar circumstance and ranging engagements, time-based ceremonial prosperity of differentiated 
response for each individual. Differing to other print consciousness and energy-activities as in the 
Tarot, the Oracle affords connections for insight, musing, prayer and direction. The dual-aspect of 
front and back, text connection and pronounced archetypes are likened to those universal 
chaparones in our existence – comforts to seeing, comforts to knowing and abbreved/and not so 
abbreved text comprehensions as visual odes to what we love, live for and find direction in. 
  
A few interested connections to look upon the cultured, the cosmopolitan, a sampling of spiritual 
connections, historical figures and archetypes are Oracles, that you may like to discover or re-
convene with..just to mention a few: 
 
        Divine Doors by Andres Engracia, Saints & Mystics Photo Manipulations by Wesley Souza , 
Text by Andres Engracia 
       - Rockpool Publishing, AUSTRALIA 
 
       Rumi Cards Illustrations by Rassouli and Kuan Yin Oracle Illustrations by Zeng Hao, Text by 
Alana Fairchild   
       - Blue Angel Publishing, UK 
  
       Angels & Ancestors, Illustrations by Lily Moses, Text by Kyle Gray 
       - Hay House, UNITED STATES 
 
You may like to visit the gorgeous Sabnam & her family shop Shangrila Collections on Church St 
Wollongong to engage with global connections to her heritage – as one such example of a 
wholesome provider that connects with deities, masks, and the oracle. Like a lot of metaphysical 
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shops, there are connections to growth in connecting to varying objects and spiritual archetypes, 
symbols, motifs, deities and angels. 
 
June 28, 2020. 
 

 Energy Education for Kids  
 
How did the Gingerbread Cookies & Chakral Awareness starters go from the Autumn 
Newsletter?  If you haven’t made them yet, you might like to use the Fruit Skittles that have 4 
Base to Heart colour-codes PLUS Blackcurrant (How brilliant) for those Chakral Points. 

 

 

 
     “I am strong, I am creative love, I believe,  
          And I am loved” 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
Sienna Art Space – Art School & Holistic Arts continues to be a registered, approved provider for ‘Creative Kids 
Vouchers’ which you can access via Service NSW website for your child. A soft copy is required upfront with 
Enrolment form and direct deposit payment. You pay $100 less to me and attach the voucher. The direct 
weblink for Service NSW 2020 vouchers in which you are entitled to both provisions for various activity - 
https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/campaign/creative-kids   

https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/campaign/creative-kids
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Energy Water Bowls  

 
Sending in Positive Words, Songs, Prayers & into your Field – while requesting the 
dissolve of Old Energies that were self-created or projected,..  
improves Vibrational Work, self-esteem.. and allows you to Move forward. 
 
You can listen to Erin discussing Energy Bowls on the Good Vibrations Blog. 
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A Reminder that this is 
the Last week to Enrol for 
the Art Filament Mid-Year 
Intake, with there being 
possibility then not too 
far off to enrol for 
Beginning of Year Intake. 
 

 
Parents will be contacted for Holiday Period Deliveries or Picking up of Galleria 
Display Art during Term 3. 
 

 
 

    
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 

           Contact Sienna Art Space 

           For Enrolment, Bookings & Enquiries           siennaartspace@gmail.com 

           For Emergencies, Current Student & Parental Correspondence          0433 944 041 

           Postal Address:     PO BOX 1129 Ingleburn, NSW 2565 

 

mailto:siennaartspace@gmail.com
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